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ABSTRACT

The objective of this article is to provide an overview of the basis of risk analysis, assessment and 
management, accompanying problems and principles of risk management when drafting an 
environmental geotechnical model, enabling the analysis of an entire territory or developed region 
as a whole. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Risks accompany all human activities and risk management is nowadays used broadly in financial 
activities, agriculture, industry, logistics and other branches of the economy.  
The results of not accounting for risks are increased responsibility for the administrator of the 
territory with accompanying insurance payments, unforeseeable pollution charges and often also 
damage caused by accidents or unpredictable events. In order to manage risk, as well as any other 
process, it should first be identified, formulated, then assessed and a solution should be found for 
risk mitigation. The objective of risk management is control of risks. 
The risk management process as a whole includes analysis of risks, assessment of risks and 
treatment of risks. Schematically the process of risk management is presented in figure1. (Alexieva 
T., 2002). 

Figure 1. Scheme of the process of risk management. 

2. RISK ANALYSIS 

Risk analysis determines the probability of processes, their possible development scenarios and 
resulting consequences. It includes determination of undesirable cases, analysis of probability of 
occurrence and provides assessment, which are the consequences and effects and if the process is 
manageable.
Mark Morris et al (2001) have described the problems, why the methods of risk analysis developed 
for various branches of industry have not been used e.g. in the case of dams. 

It was concluded that the main reasons were: 

inadequate data  

RISK MANAGEMENT 

Activities for risk mitigation? 

RISK ASSESMENT 

Is the risk acceptable?

RISK ANALYSIS 

What is risk? 
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the fact that all dams are unique  
the complex interactions involved in the behaviour of a dam  
unrealistic or meaningless results  
the fact that the risk of dam failure is perceived to be negligible  
concern about the cost of risk assessment   
scepticism  
problems with terminology (risk, hazard, etc)  
difficulties in understanding or applying the output from any form of risk assessment 
lack of knowledge of risk assessment techniques by the dam community.  

The principal conclusions and recommendations from this stage of the project were that:  
The application of risk assessment could help to improve reservoir safety in the UK and it 
should therefore be welcomed.
A relatively simple and easily understood risk assessment methodology would be preferred 
which is cheap to implement.   
Full probabilistic risk assessments using fault trees etc were not needed, although a 
simplified approach may be appropriate in some cases.  
Hazard indexing would be useful in identifying the potential consequence of failure and in 
the classification of reservoirs.  

Two radical behaviours or paradigms can be detected: an extreme confidence on dam safety, 
because all aspects were considered during the project (a typical specialist position) or because 
there is a blind faith in technological power (a typical position from a believer in absolute 
engineering efficacy), and a strong suspicion and fear of the uncertain consequences of a new 
technological environment or constraint Betâmio de Almeida A., 2001. 

3. RISK ASSESSMENT 

The objective of risk assessment is to provide an answer to the question, whether the consequence 
resulting from realisation of the risk exceeds the tolerance limit of the environment or not. This can 
be assessed with criteria and standards required by legislation, risk levels accepted by the public 
and limit values established in specific conditions. A comparison may be made between the FN 
curve derived for UK Dams between 1831 and 1930 and the FN curve produced in the ACDS (Advisory 
Committee on Dangerous Substances) report for the total national societal risk from handling 
dangerous substances in all UK Ports, or the national societal en-route risks for transport of 
dangerous substances by road and rail (Figure 2). 
The data for ports, road and rail have been synthesized from representative accident scenarios, 
assuming dangerous goods transport rates and traffic data from the mid-1980s: it does not therefore 
represent historical cumulative accident data in the same way as for the dams data. The ACDS data 
does not have a time span: it is a snapshot in time at the date of publication (1991).  
An essential part of risk assessment and management is feedback – establishing a monitoring 
network and supervision of processes, making the necessary corrections possible in addition to the 
control of the situation.
In Estonia such monitoring is in most cases the obligation of the entrepreneur, whose activities 
involve essential risks. Additional public monitoring has been organised in territories with risk of 
accompanying cross-border effects or interference with public interests – e.g. Sillamäe WD, Port of 
Muuga, Narva power stations. 
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412 Risk ManageMent

Figure 2. Historical FN Curve for UK Dams (1831-1930) compared with ACDS National Risk from 
Ports, Road and Rail transport of dangerous substances, (Mark Morris et al, 2001) 

4. RISK MANAGEMENT 

In risk management risk factors are specified according to the priorities. Measures are developed for 
their elimination or mitigation. This requires mapping of the resources needed for risk management 
and determination of the level at which each risk should be managed (institution, city, or the 
state). If there is a lack of resources the risk cannot be managed.

Having reviewed and scored all appropriate elements for a site, the next stage is to prioritize these 

elements so that the risk they pose may be considered in detail. Prioritization is undertaken through 

a twin approach: Consider the product of Consequence x Likelihood and also the value of 

Confidence alone. The Confidence value may be related to the need for investigative works whilst 

the product of Consequence x Likelihood may be related to remedial works. All of the elements 

scored are therefore prioritized through the following steps:  

1. Initial ranking of all elements according to their Criticality score  

2. Rank elements primarily according to their Consequence x Likelihood product  

and secondly by their Criticality score  

3. Rank elements primarily according to their Confidence score and secondly by  

their Criticality score  

This then identifies the high-risk elements according to their potential need for remedial works and 

also the need for investigative works. Combining their criticality score with the impact score also 

allows for a comparison of these elements against the risks posed by elements at other sites.  
Having prioritised and identified the key risk elements it is then essential that the assessor reviews 
the scoring and justification behind each high risk element to ensure that the risk assessment is 
justified. Only by reviewing the score justification tables and understanding the nature of the risk 
posed will the assessor be in a position to manage those risks through appropriate measures 
(Betâmio de Almeida A., 2001). 

5. RISK MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES UPON DRAFTING OF ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL MODEL 

Risk management principles can be used when drafting an environmental geotechnical model, as 
they enable to assessment of the interaction of various natural and technological processes, 
prioritize objectives and start development of solutions for the most essential problems in the first 
stage.

Number of fatalities, N 
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For example researches and forecasts (Tammemäe O., Torn H., 2006) confirm that the geo-
ecological and engineering-geological conditions of developed lands are often complicated. There 
are many questions, which have not yet been solved. The main obstruction to the solution of these 
questions is not lack of fiscal resources, but lack of general environmental geotechnical concept and 
model. As the research has shown, such concept is lacking for example for the planning of most 

cultivated land in the world (Torn H., 2003, Tammemäe O., Torn H., 2006). 
Objectives and content of planned research are specified according to the development of further 
use of the land, results of investigations of engineering-geological conditions, monitoring of 
processes and risk analysis of the researched area. The principle of research methodology shall be 
treatment of the territory as one geomorphological entity.  

Foe example the analysis of geodynamic processes of Sillamäe Waste Depository (Torn H., 2003) 
showed that stability of the waste depository in the future will depend on three main factors: 
1. Erosion due to coastal processes and resulting decrease of counterweight, causing changes in the 

balance condition of the soil massive. 
2. Changes in bedding conditions and physical-mechanical qualities of soils due to geodynamic 

processes. Decrease of the strength of Cambrian clay under the dam in time facilitates 
development of creep processes, water infiltrating through the waste depository penetrates into 
micro-fractured clay massive. 

3. Hydrodynamic regimen, which changing can increase or decrease hydrodynamic force influencing 
the general strength situation. Due to hydrogeological constructon the groundwater moves 
through the pebble layer located under the WD from the clint terrace towards the sea.  

At the same time changes of water level due to storms should not be underestimated, which in the 
case of Western winds in the Narva Bay can raise water level up to 150 cm over long-term average 
(increasing erosion hazard for the coast) and in the case of permanent Eastern winds can in turn 
lower the water 110 cm below Kronstadt zero level (decreasing the mass of counterweight body of 
WD slope, thus also stability factor of the slope). 
Taking account of the described processes, upon planning of countermeasures and cleanup of WD 
the objective was to increase counterweight of the dam of WD, ensure the developed hydrodynamic 
regimen and stop coastal erosion.  
Drafting of the concept of engineering-geological model at Sillamäe is especially necessary, as one 
of the most essential pollution sources of the Baltic Sea in the region is located on the territory and 
active human activities are foreseen in the future in its immediate vicinity. This requires definition 
of objective, starting point and criteria.  

6. PRINCIPLES OF THE CONCEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL GEOTECHNICAL MODEL BASING ON MUTUAL 

EFFECT OF PROCESSES 

The objective of the concept is first and foremost formulation of problematic issues from technical 
and future development standpoint of the area. It is the model, through which problems and 
hazards are communicated from one side, while from the other side it provides solutions for control 
of risks and use of the area in the future in such way that the environmental impact would be 
acceptable, proceeding from the established standards and standpoints of the public opinion. 
Furthermore, it should guide the developer of the area while finding optimal solutions (risk-price-
result) and lead to long-term sustainable decisions. 
In reality it means for the developer or investor decrease of responsibility, environmental impact 
and pollution charges and creation of favourable conditions for bringing potential investments into 
the area.
If the objective is environmentally sustainable development of the whole developed area in longer 
perspective, the starting point should be engineering-geological and environmental geotechnical 
conditions of the whole observed territory and their influencing factors as a whole.  

7. SAMPLE TABLE OF CRITERIA AND RATES 

Taking account of the specificity of the area, the concept of engineering-geological model of 
Sillamäe industrial area is proceeding from the waste depository, related environmental impacts 
and problems. In all projects planned in the future account shall be taken of the factors proceeding 
from WD and having negative effect on it. The concept of engineering-geological model and mutual 
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effects are shown on figure 3. Every impact is followed by a reaction or process, which final result is 
effect on human beings and the environment. 
On Figure 3 the arrows show the effects, which should be the basis for risk assessment: 
1. Effects proceeding from the target object and accompanying risks. 
2. Risks for the object caused by interaction of the target object and the developed area. 
3. Risks for the developed area caused by interaction of the target object and the developed area. 
4. Risks for the target object and change of environmental geotechnical conditions of this object 

in time caused by environmental geotechnical conditions. 

Figure 3. Concept of the environmental geotechnical model. 

On the example of Sillamäe waste depository a shared risk responsibility (Figure 4) can be 
developed between dam owners, safety authorities and the public, due to a better consideration 
and as an open analysis and characterization of the dam benefits and risks as well as a mitigation or 
control action to protect the area according to an accepted societal risk level (e.g. the integrated 
and shared risk management can be a positive way to consider the problem of balancing these 
competing needs).  

DAM OWNERS  

DRL - DOWNSTREAM RISK LEVEL ACCEPTED  AND SHARED BY THE THREE ACTORS 

Figure 4. Dam risk sharing between dam owners, public and authorities. 

Target object

Surrounding geological environment and environmental geotechnical 

conditions

Developed area

1

3
4

5

2

PUBLIC AND MEDIA 
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Assessment of interaction of various risks enables analysis of the so-called cumulative effect. This is 
the total risk, forming upon simultaneous occurrence of various single effects.  

8. CONCLUSIONS 

Human impacts on the surrounding environment in the context of further intensive use of areas has 
not been solved in the whole world. An essential part of the solution of the problem is engineering-
geological model, basing on risk analysis and assessment and forecast of mutual effect of processes.  
The impact of developed areas on the surrounding environment always causes countereffect of the 
environment. If we can forecast and manage the processes, the environmental impact will remain 
within the limits of the criteria specified with the standards and will be acceptable for human 
health and environment. 
Monitoring shall provide sufficient details about existence of natural processes, interaction of 
natural and man-made environment. This will enable in the future to assess the correctness of 
current forecasts and manage processes towards control of risks.   
The importance of communication should not be underestimated upon assessment of risks. It is a 
complicated theme, where mutual understanding of different groups of interest - legislators, 
representatives of local power, the public and various specialists – is important.  
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